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About Us
!e Daily Egyptian is published by the students of Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale 50 weeks per year, with an average daily circulation of 15,000. Fall and spring 
semester editions run Monday through !ursday. Summer editions run Tuesday through 
!ursday. All intersession editions will run on Wednesdays. Free copies are distributed in the 
Carbondale and Carterville communities. !e Daily Egyptian online publication can be 
found at www.dailyegyptian.com.
Publishing Information
!e Daily Egyptian is published by the students of Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
and functions as a laboratory for the school of journalism in exchange for the room and 
utilities in the Communications Building. !e Daily Egyptian is a non-pro*t organization 
that survives primarily o+ of its advertising revenue. O,ces are in the Communications 
Building, Room  1259, at Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Carbondale, Ill., 62901. 
Bill Freivogel, *scal o,cer.
Copyright Information
© 2013 Daily Egyptian. All rights reserved. All content is property of the Daily Egyptian 
and may not be reproduced or transmitted without consent. !e Daily Egyptian is a 
member of the Illinois College Press Association, Associated Collegiate Press and College 
Media Advisers Inc. and the College Business and Advertising Managers Inc.
Mission Statement
!e Daily Egyptian, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news; information, commentary and 
public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues a+ecting their lives.
The Weather Channel® weather forecast for Carbondale
Friday Saturday Sunday
10%  chance of 
precipitation
90%  chance of 
precipitation




















In an article published Sept. 18, 2013 the story titled “RSO to hold workshop on women’s 
sexual health” should have been entitled “SIS to hold workshop on sexual health” as Sisters 
Interacting Successfully is not a university RSO.
Assistant fire chief commended for service
After 30 years and one day of service, As-
sistant Fire Chief David Keim will hang up 
his helmet with the Carbondale Fire Depart-
ment Oct. 4. 
Keim was recognized for his service to the 
community Tuesday at the Carbondale City 
Council meeting. 
“On the behalf of the sta+, council, City of 
Carbondale and citizens, we want to congrat-
ulate you on your retirement and thank you 
for doing what you do to make our commu-
nity a safer environment and a better place to 
live,” Carbondale City Manager Kevin Baity 
said.
Keim was *rst hired by the city Oct. 3, 
1983 as a *re*ghter. He was promoted to Fire 
Captain in 1998 and then promoted again to 
Assistant Fire Chief in 2001. 
!e council passed a resolution to com-
mend Keim for his service. 
“Keim has demonstrated a high level 
of professionalism and work ethics in the 
performance of his duties, of which the City 
Council and the Carbondale community can 
be proud,” the resolution states. 
Council members signed the resolution and 
presented it to Keim Tuesday. 
Keim thanked the council and his wife Kim 
and daughter Emily for their support dur-
ing his years of service. He also thanked the 
community for the honor of serving with the 
department. 
“It was a privilege to serve with such profes-
sionals,” he said. 




!e typically quiet library space was "lled with 
sounds of music Tuesday.
!e Freedom Winds, a woodwind quintet 
composed of U.S. Air Force members, are part 
of the U.S. Air Force Band of Mid-America, sta-
tioned at Scott Air Force Base near Belleville. !e 
band performs throughout a 10-state region from 
Oklahoma to Michigan, and they made a stop to 
perform in the Morris Library rotunda.
!e concert preceded the library’s new musical 
performance series set to start in October. “First 
Fridays Music at Morris” will bring di#erent 
music acts to the "rst Friday of each month at 
noon. All of the concerts will be free and open to 
the public.
Sgt.Kim Miller, clarinet player and the non-
commissioned o$cer in charge of the Freedom 
Winds, said it was great to be able to perform at 
the university. Miller joined the Air Force in 1998 
and has a master’s degree in clarinet performance 
from Arizona State University.
“It’s great, this room is just beautiful and it is a 
wonderful, responsive audience,”
she said. “I really enjoyed it.”
Miller said as a performer, she tries to play what 
her speci"c audience would want to hear.
“We play everything, it really depends who 
are audience is, we try to cater to our audience,” 
Miller said. “At a college, we would do more 
academic pieces that were speci"cally written for a 
woodwind quintet.”
School of Music director Frank Grzych said 
the performances will consist of talent from the 
department’s students and faculty including acts 
with percussion, an oboe trio, and possibly opera. 
Gryzych said coordinators are still in the process 
of "nalizing who will perform.
 “It’s a great opportunity,” Grzych said. “!at’s 
what we do as musicians is perform, so it’s always 
a big deal to be able to perform in a beautiful 
space where we can show o# the work we have 
been doing.”
Gryzych said the school usually holds per-
formances at the Baptist Foundation building, 
Altgeld Hall and Shryock Auditorium. Extending 
more performances at the library is a great experi-
ence for students in the school of music, he said.
Kristine McGuire, Morris Library developmen-
tal o$cer, said the rotunda space in the library 
inspired her to utilize the area in a new way.
“My background is in performing arts so when 
I heard the acoustics in this place, I thought that 
it needed to be used for something,” McGuire 
said. “We have this great school of music and 
a wonderful place so I thought of ‘First Fridays 
Music at Morris.’” 
McGuire said she thinks a library does not 
just have to be a place for studying, but a place 
for people to come together and experience new 
things.
“I just think it’s a great opportunity for students 
and community members to come to the library 
and experience it in a di#erent way,” McGuire 
said. “It’s a beautiful place with now wonderful 
music.”
!e concert series was partially in%uenced by 
new library Dean Anne Cooper Moore, McGuire 
said. 
“Moore believes that the library is central to 
the cultural experience in college so she wants to 
expand that as much as possible,” McGuire said. 
Anna Luxion, a senior from Chicago study-
ing music theory and composition, watched the 
Freedom Winds perform. She said she is excited 
for the “First Fridays Music at Morris” and hopes 
she can attend more performances. 
“I thought it was really fantastic,” Luxion said. 
“It’s a good testament to this space and also a good 
testament to their playing that they were able to 
blend well being a smaller group, which can both 
be bene"cial and more troublesome.”
Luxion said the Freedom Winds performed 
well with the challenge of being a smaller band.
“You only have the "ve people, so sometimes 
you can stick out when you’re not supposed to 
and sometimes you can blend in when you’re not 
supposed to,” Luxion said. “!ey did an excellent 
job with balancing the instruments.”
As far as music playing in a library, a place 
known to be quiet study space, Luxion said it did 
make sense.
“I love it, I think it makes so much sense because 
you have this space, which is pretty much designed 
to be acoustically great and absorb sound with the 
round shape and the ceiling design,” Luxion said. 
“Even if you are coming to study this music isn’t 
really disruptive so I think it’s a great idea.”
Luxion said the library is a new place for 
student in the school of music to perform besides 
Shryock Auditorium and the old Baptist Founda-
tion building,
 “I think it’s a really good idea to bring in other 
people because it is a public space,” Luxion said. 
“!e library is central hub, people are walking 
in all the time so this is an awesome place for 
performances.”
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Air Force Tech. Sgt. Clay Toms, right, a member of The Freedom Winds, plays French 
horn Tuesday during a performance at Morris Library across from flautist Tech. Sgt. 
Jennifer James. The Freedom Winds, a U.S. Air Force Band of Mid-America wind 
ensemble, were the inaugural performance of the library’s new musical series, First 
Fridays Music at Morris. The free concerts will be held the first Friday of each month at 
noon beginning in October and are free to the public.
Tiffany BlancheTTe | THE WEEKENDER
Syria nearly resolved, Daley drops out of governor race
Syria resolved through U.S.-Russia 
collaboration
Events over the past week signify that 
the Syrian chemical weapons issue is nearly 
resolved.
On Friday, Secretary of State John Kerry 
met with his Russian counterpart Sergei Lav-
rov in Geneva to discuss a possible resolution 
about Syria. Kerry described the meeting as 
positive, and a date should be set for a second 
meeting in Geneva later this month.
!e United Nations released their report 
and found that sarin had been used. However 
they did not assign blame to the Assad regime 
Meanwhile, Syrian President Bashar al-
Assad agreed to hand over its chemical weap-
ons cache to international control. He told 
Russian television station Rossiya 24 on Sep-
tember 12 the only reason that Syria agreed to 
the resolution was Russia’s involvement.
“Syria is transferring its chemical weapons 
to international control because of Russia,” 
Assad said in the interview. “!e threats of the 
United States had no in%uence on the deci-
sion to put the weapons under (international) 
control.”
!e media has criticized President Barack 
Obama, saying he “lost” by reaching an 
agreement and not attacking. Farhat Haq, 
a professor at Monmouth College teaching 
international relations, disagreed, saying that 
Russia and the United States working together 
is a signi"cant advancement.
“I think there’s a lot of silly commentary 
going on making this a contest between 
Obama and Putin,” Haq said. “!at’s really 
insigni"cant in the longer trend of how things 
have been moving. Even if Russia gets some 
or all of the credit for resolving this issue, who 
cares? I don’t think this will take away from 
the United States e#ectiveness or legitimacy in 
the long run.”
Haq said the international community will 
likely look at this incident as a great advance-
ment in American foreign policy.
“I think that American prestige will be en-
hanced in the international community with 
this diplomatic maneuver,” Haq said. “!e 
international community is not impressed 
with the fact that we get militarily engaged in 
so many di#erent places. I think it will help, 
not hurt the U.S. image.”
Haq also said that the recent events do not 
diminish our military or diplomatic in%uence 
throughout the world.
“Everyone knows we have the biggest bad-
dest military,” she said. “We’ve proven that. 
What many people don’t know is that we are 
also true to our ideal of creating peace and 
stability through diplomatic maneuvers.”
Verizon challenges FCC over net neutrality
Verizon has launched a lawsuit over a 2010 
ruling by the Federal Communications Com-
mission for an “Open Internet.”
!e 2010 ruling said that internet service 
providers can not block or diminish internet 
service to speci"c websites or services. Verizon 
has challenged that ruling, saying it violates 
their First Amendment rights.
If Verizon got their way, they would be able 
to diminish services like Net%ix or Vonage 
that compete with similar services provided by 
Verizon. !is gives Verizon services a distinct 
advantage, making their use far more likely.
According to Paul Torre, a professor at 
Northern Iowa University teaching media law 
and media business, said the “open internet” 
rule does not just pertain to business. He said 
its imperative to our democracy that the inter-
net stays free so that the %ow of information 
remains uninterrupted.
“(An open internet) is essential to our de-
mocracy nowadays because it is a pipeline for 
people to get information about any number 
of issues facing their country, their state, or 
their community,” he said. 
He continued to say that these rules were 
essential for obtaining information and news 
as well.
“If these rules are not allowed to go for-
ward, Verizon would be able to potentially 
block or sensor content that they disagree 
with,” he said. “Or they would be setting 
up a system where if you wanted to "nd out 
news from their news source, it would run 
smoothly, whereas if you wanted to go to an 
independent news site, the content wouldn’t 
be as smooth.”
Daley drops out of Democratic primary 
for governor
Bill Daley announced Wednesday that 
he was withdrawing from the Democratic 
primary for governor.
He cited an inability to commit to a 
full term as governor if he had won. Daley 
remained critical of current governor Pat 
Quinn.
!is leaves Governor Quinn essentially 
unchallenged in the primary. !ere is only one 
other person who has made himself available 
as a candidate: Tio Hardiman, an anti-vio-
lence activist and former head of the Chicago-
based group CeaseFire has announced his 
candidacy. Hardiman has not "led paperwork 
and has not reached the $5,000 spending 
threshold necessary to run for governor.
David Yepsen, director of the Paul Simon 
Public Policy Institute, said it was unlikely 
that anyone challenges Quinn in the primary.
“It’s getting late to put together a campaign 
and particularly the money you need to make 
a serious e#ort,” he said.
Yepsen said that Daley dropping out was 
good for Quinn because it allowed him to save 
his resources for the general election. How-
ever, the governor still faces many challenges 
in the next year.
“Pat Quinn got a break here, but he’s still 
got a tough road ahead,” Yepsen said. “His job 
approval is one of the worst of any governors 
in the country. He’s got to feel good, but he’s 
still got his work cut out for him.”
According to Yepsen, the Republicans have 
to ensure they do not run a divisive primary. 
He said they have a real chance of beating 
Quinn in the general election, due to possible 
voter apathy by Democrats.
Illinois voters might bene"t from Quinn 
not having opposition in the primary. Demo-
crats have been "ghting in the past year over 
issues, but they may need to work together 
now more than ever to solve the state’s prob-
lems to appeal to voters.
“Democrats have no reason to be "ghting 
among themselves now,” Yepsen said. “!ey 
have to set aside their personal di#erences. 
We don’t care that they don’t like each other, 
we care that they solve problems. It’s the old 
saying ‘If you don’t hang together in politics, 
you’ll hang separately.’ !e worst thing that 
can happen to Democratic congressional 
candidates who are in close election races is to 
have poor voter turnout.” 
Morris library kicks off concert series
ELIZABETH ZINCHUK
The Weekender 
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City Council passes 
warrant ordinance
!e Carbondale city council Tuesday passed 
an ordinance outlining how search warrants 
can be obtained to complete inspections at 
buildings where they have been unable to gain 
entry and to remove abandoned autos within 
the city limits.
“With some recent changes in state law, it 
is now required that we have to get a warrant 
in order to remove the vehicle,” City Manager 
Kevin Baity said.
“We notify the owner, both in writing and 
a placard on the vehicle. We ... give them time 
to remove the vehicle or make it operable; get 
a license; get it in compliance with city code.”
!e newly passed ordinance permits an ap-
plication to a court to enter a premises if they 
have been unable to gain entry to complete 
either annual inspections, or other inspec-
tions in the event that the property appears to 
have violations that can not be seen from the 
outside.
“!e wording is quite wide scope, and 
I’m not sure if I feel comfortable with it,” 
Councilman Lance Jack said. But eventually, 
he voted in favor of the ordinance.
Several citizens showed up to protest the 
ordinance. !ey were worried the city would 
have authority to take vehicles that are not 
up to the standards of the ordinance, which 
states motorized vehicles must be operable and 
licensed. 
Some said they have classic cars they 
worked on as a hobby, and most of these cars 
are either unlicensed or inoperable from time 
to time. 
John Lamb, said he owns a 1951 Studebak-
er he leisurely works on and is inoperable.
Lamb said the wording bothers him, and he 
is worried the ordinance will allow the city to 
seize inoperable vehicles in a garage.
Lamb was assured the city would not 
remove cars like his, as long as it was housed 
underneath a roof.
 “We’re supposed to inspect, and this gives 
us the right to give an a"davit to a judge, to 
say to that judge ‘Here is the reasons, here’s 
what we observed, and here’s our ordinance,” 
City Attorney Mike Kimmel said
Only Councilwoman Carolin Harvey’s 
voted against the ordinance that was passed. 
After a lengthy discussion about amend-
ments to the ordinance that would a#ect tree 
trimmers, the council decided to table the 
issue until another meeting.
!e city council also authorized the city 
manager to create a contract that will sell 
property to Habitat for Humanity of Jackson 
and Union counties for $1. A single family 
home will be built on the property. 
!e council passed an ordinance that an-
nexes several addresses on Warren Road.
!e next city council meeting will be Oct. 
8th.
Jordan VanDeveer can be reached at  
jvandeveer@dailyegyptian.com or  
536-3311 ext. 259.
Editors note: Lorton graduated from SIUC 
last July with a degree in Liberal Arts and has 
been teaching and bartending since.
1. Daiquiris in December: When you order a 
strawberry daiquiri in six degree weather you’re 
basically telling me that your husband only lets 
you out of the house to grocery shop. It never 
seizes to blow my mind. Does he make you wear 
pearls while you vacuum, too? Do you even 
know what being buzzed feels like? I know that 
daiquiris are delicious but we are not in Cancun 
and this is not a swim up bar. If you’re a man 
ordering a strawberry daiquiri in the dead of 
winter I am just going to stare at you with my 
mouth agape until you change your mind and 
order something else...anything else.
2. When you order a Cape Cod. Keep in mind 
a Cape Cod is essentially Vodka with cranberry 
juice. OK, I understand that you want to impress 
me; I would want to impress me, too. But I’m 
busy and you’re being a pretentious bastard. 
Just say Vodka/cranberry. I am a bartender, not 
your future father in law. You don’t need to use 
fancy words to make yourself look legit. You 
walked in wearing a Lacoste Polo, I know you’re 
legit. Your brand new pair of Sperry’s and fancy 
watch actually lead me to believe that you own 
a place in Cape Cod. Now tip me fat to prove 
your point. 
3. If you are a grown man asking for a frosty 
mug with your Bud Select bottle then there is 
a 100 percent chance that zero good looking 
girls are waiting in line to sleep with you. A 
chilled glass for your light beer? Really? Don’t 
get me wrong; this is completely acceptable and 
sometimes necessary if you’re ordering a craft 
beer, but for the sake of everything chivalrous, 
leave the frosty mugs behind for the women and 
children. 
4. When you get anxious about accidentally 
paying for your friend’s beer. Chances are you’re 
female. You’re out with some girls and you 
let yourself get all worked up about the idea 
of paying for a beer that you did not drink. 
!ese are your friends for God’s sake. Relax. 
Take a deep breath. It’s just three dollars. You’re 
probably going to have drinks with them again 
next week. !ink of it as paying it forward for 
being a wholesome Christian person. Write it o" 
as a donation to the Church. WWJD? I don’t 
really know. Anything to help you sleep at night.
5. I just adore it when people joke about how 
they do not want the bill, cannot pay for the bill, 
or (my personal favorite), want ME to pay the 
bill. OK. You’re not a charity case so please stop 
pretending. We can compare credit scores and 
you will quickly discover that you’re much better 
o" than I am. It’s Friday night at ten o’ clock and 
I am still at work. I’m the charity case! Being at 
your beck and call is one thing but pretending 
to think it’s funny when you joke about not 
wanting to foot the bill is an entirely di"erent 
story. Just stop. I’m a bartender, not an actress. 
My fake laugh needs work and it is not below 
me to admit that. Now do it again and I’ll add 
my dry cleaning to your tab, “!at will actually 
be $40.25 for the round, and yes, we do take 
Discover!”
6. If you consider yourself a pretty cool 
guy and by some horrifying twist of fate end 
up ordering a girly cocktail or martini. I will 
set the drink in front of you, complete with 
cherry and chocolate swirl and you will refuse 
to make eye contact with it. You’ll look around 
the bar to make sure that none of your bros are 
present before taking a sip. “Wow, this really 
is strong!” you proclaim loudly before setting 
down the drink. You then pick it back up and 
#nish it in one gulp, proceeding to shake your 
head and make a face like it wasn’t that easy 
to take down. You follow up this performance 
by demanding a Guinness or Makers Mark 
sans mixer. Yes, that look your date is giving 
you is pure disbelief, but I will try to convince 
her that your little show makes you that much 
more endearing. 
7. When you come up to the bar and 
immediately start establishing value before 
proceeding to ask me for my number. “I’m John, 
I can bench press 345lbs without a spotter, I 
enjoy unwrapping star bursts using just my 
tongue and I have no STD’s that I’m aware of. 
Do you think maybe I can get your number?” 
OK. First of all, my douche bag detector is 
beeping so loud I can barely hear what you’re 
saying. Secondly, I am trapped behind a bar 
where it is my job to keep you happy. !is 
includes but is not limited to: cold Beer, 
cocktails, garnishes, twists, extra ice, and any 
other random or speci#c drink requests. !ings 
start to get awkward when you inquire about my 
cell number. I will probably act really busy and 
successfully dodge the question until you #nally 
drop the topic. Plus it’s embarrassing. Even if 
I wanted to give you my number I wouldn’t 
because my coworkers would make fun of me 
for the rest of the weekend. Furthermore, I do 
not visit you at work and ask if I can please have 
your contact information along with my skim 
latte with extra foam. Leaving your number on 
the receipt would be a much more appropriate 
approach. If I want to see you again after this I 
will make it happen. If you want to see me again 
you will probably continue stalking me at work; 
let’s not pretend like this hasn’t already occurred 
to you. 
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Whether they !y or fall, several university 
students will go down in style Saturday in 
Chicago.
"e Last Action Heroes, a group of students 
from the SIU School of Aviation, will compete 
in the Chicago leg of the 2013 Red Bull 
Flugtag contest. "e competition involves 
building a homemade !ying machine, pushing 
it o# of a 30-foot platform, and gliding it as 
far as possible into a lake. "e teams have to 
choose a theme and perform a skit to go along 
with the gliding machine.
"e university’s team consists of senior 
aviation technology majors Mitch Hendrickson 
of Rockford, Owen Freeman of DeKalb, Matt 
Grimsley of Hillsboro, and Brett Johnson of 
Spring$eld and senior aviation technology and 
!ight major Ryan Polk of Bartlett. "e team also 
had help from master welder Curt Wettstein, 
a senior studying aviation technology from 
Eureka and Skylar Rice, a senior studying 
aviation technology from Decatur.
"e group members were friends long before 
they heard about the contest from their adviser. 
"ey decided that they could compete as well 
as anyone else, and since they were friends, 
being on a team came naturally, Johnson said.
“We’re all knowledgeable about aviation,” 
he said. “We’re all pretty good buddies. We 
$gured we’d make a pretty good team.”
Grimsley agreed there was already chemistry 
between the teammates before the competition 
came up.
“"ey’re a good group of guys,” Grimsley 
said. “I’ve known them the last four years. "ey 
came up with this idea and I said, ‘I’m down.’”
Red Bull Flugtag piqued the group’s interest 
because of the strange nature of the competition 
and their love of aviation. "e group began 
work on their !ying machine June 20. Work 
on the !ying machine got intense over the past 
month as the competition drew closer.
“It’s an interesting event,” Polk said. 
“Anything Red Bull is pretty awesome $rst of 
all. It’s an extreme company and I think it’s a 
great experience.” 
"e craft must be no higher than 10 feet 
including the cart to push it o# the platform 
with a wingspan limit of 28 feet and a weight 
limit of 400 pounds including the pilot. "e 
Last Action Heroes designed their machine 
based o# of primary gliders from the 1920s 
with as little weight and as much wingspan as 
possible.
“Whether we !y or just go straight down, I 
think people are going to be excited,” Johnson 
said. “It’s going to be pretty exhilarating once 
we jump in the water.”
"e team is one of 30 chosen to compete. 
Several other teams from SIU sent in 
applications as well, including a group from 
the university that included a aviation professor 
who has taught all $ve members of "e Last 
Action Heroes.
“We were competing against our teacher and 
some other classmates,” Hendrickson said. “I 
guess we had the better design.”
"e team’s name, "e Last Action Heroes, 
comes from their theme – ‘80s movie action 
stars: Hendrickson as "e Terminator, Freeman 
as Robocop, Grimsley as Rambo, Polk as 
Bruce Willis, and Johnson as Chuck Norris. 
Hendrickson will pilot the craft, but the entire 
team will participate in the skit beforehand.
“I’ve gone cli# jumping before, except I 
don’t have all this metal behind me,” said 
Hendrickson. “It’s going to be a little scary, but 
I’m all for it. I’m really excited.”
Polk said he and the rest of the team are 
going to jump o# the platform into Lake 
Michigan simply for fun.
“I think it’s going to be awesome popping 
back up out of the water and seeing this thing 
gliding,” said Polk.
"e $rst Red Bull Flugtag was held in 1992 
in Vienna, Austria. It has since been held 
annually in more than 35 cities; the $rst U.S. 
event was in 2002 in San Francisco. 
2013 marks the $rst year that the Red Bull 
Flugtag will take place in multiple American 
cities simultaneously, including Chicago, 
Dallas-Fort Worth, Long Beach, Calif., Miami, 
and Washington. 
A viewing party for the event will be held 
Saturday at Tres Hombres in Carbondale from 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m.; patrons can watch the contest live. 
Early voting for the People’s Choice Award begins 
"ursday. You can vote for "e Last Action 
Heroes by texting CHI4 to 72855. 
For more information or to support "e 
Last Action Heroes, viewers can like their 
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/
"eLastActionHeroeslFlugtagChicago2013. 
Seth Richardson can be reached at 
srichardson@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 257.
SETH RICHARDSON
The Weekender 
Members of the Last Action Heroes step back to view their aircraft Friday at the Southern 
Illinois Airport. The team, comprised of seniors from the SIU School of Aviation, is one of 
30 competing in the Red Bull Flugtag competition this weekend in Chicago.
Sarah Gardner | THE WEEKENDER
Aviation students prepare to plunge
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Matt Grimsley, a senior from Hillsboro studying aviation technology, crimps wires together 
Friday while working on his team’s aircraft at the Southern Illinois Airport.
Sarah Gardner | THE WEEKENDER
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UN calculations of poison rockets’ paths implicate Syrian guard unit
BERLIN — A U.N. report detailing the 
scienti!c evidence behind the Aug. 21 chemical 
weapons attack in Syria carefully avoided laying 
blame for the incident. But the report’s details, 
particularly its calculations of the trajectories 
of the rockets that delivered poison gas to two 
Damascus suburbs, point directly at President 
Bashar Assad’s regime, experts concluded 
Tuesday after a day spent studying the U.N. 
!ndings.
Until this week, the public case against 
the Syrian government was based on trust in 
American, British and French assessments that 
were based largely on logic and conjecture but 
provided little detail about where information 
had come from. But the U.N. report, released 
Monday in New York, was !lled with details 
gathered by inspectors from the Organization 
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons and 
was written with care so as to provide evidence 
without taking sides.
Specialists, however, said the report provided 
undeniable evidence that the rockets were 
launched from points outside the control of 
Syrian rebel !ghters.
“If the U.N. inspectors correctly calculated 
the trajectories, it certainly seems to indicate 
that the chemically armed rockets were !red 
from government-controlled land,” said Peter 
Bouckaert, Human Rights Watch emergencies 
director and weapons expert. “It’s clear and 
convincing evidence.”
"e key to that conclusion lies in the 
investigators’ determinations of the azimuths 
for the rockets they inspected. An azimuth is a 
way of indicating direction on a circle from any 
point. North is considered 0 degrees, south is 180 
degrees. East is 90 degrees, west is 270 degrees. 
Variations of directions such as southeast or 
northwest are indicated by where they fall on the 
numbered circle.
"e !rst attack that night was on the suburban 
enclave of Moadamiyeh, which is south of 
Damascus’ center. When studying the wreckage 
of two rockets and the craters they made, the 
inspection team determined that they had come 
in at 34- and 35-degree azimuths, meaning they 
had traveled from north-northeast to the south-
southwest.
"e second attack, about an hour or so later, 
left behind a crater and the ruins of a rocket in 
Ein Tarma, east of Damascus. "at rocket #ew 
in at an azimuth of 285 degrees, meaning it had 
been traveling from west-northwest toward the 
east-southeast.
Lines drawn along those azimuths, taking 
into consideration the known maximum range 
of the rockets that hit Moadamiyeh and the 
estimated range of the rocket that hit Ein Tarma, 
intersect at the base of the 104th Brigade of Syria’s 
Republican Guard, on a hill overlooking central 
Damascus.
"e base is adjacent to the Syrian Scienti!c 
Studies and Research Center, which is suspected 
of being the root of Syria’s chemical weapons 
program; the base itself is said to be home to 
Syria’s chemical warriors.
Bouckaert added that the early rockets cannot 
de!nitively be shown to have come from the 
Republican Guard base. But their #ight paths 
o$er little, if any, ground on which rebels can 
operate, leaving little doubt as to who !red them. 
"e trajectory includes the Republican Guard 
base, the presidential palace and grounds, at 
least one other military base and the edges of the 
government-controlled airport.
Austin Long, a security and weapons expert 
at Columbia University, said his back-of-an-
envelope tabulations since the U.N. report came 
out indicated that the Republican Guard, which 
is thought to control the chemical stockpiles, 
very likely moved one rocket system to a secure 
location near the base and launched.
“"en they could scuttle back home,” Long 
said in an email.
"e rocket used in the second attack, he wrote, 
was unusual and more di%cult to assess but most 
probably was !red from close to the base.
“"e 330 mm rocket appears to be a unique 
Syrian weapon so I have not the foggiest idea 
of its range,” Long wrote. He added: “Just 
eyeballing the map and knowing the azimuth, 
the two attacks could have very similar points 
of origin.”
Azimuths were not the only evidence damning 
the Syrian regime in this case. Bouckaert noted 
that the weapons and the attack itself implicated 
the Syrian military. "e rebels are known to have 
launchers for rockets similar to the ones that hit 
Moadamiyeh, but theirs are smaller versions with 
120 mm rockets, not 140 mm rockets as used in 
the attack.
"e reason is clear, Bouckaert said: "e 
140 mm version is an outdated piece of Soviet 
hardware, and was designed for chemical attacks. 
"e overall usefulness of such a weapons system 
to the rebels, even if they had chemicals to use, 
would be limited.
"e rocket that hit Ein Tarma, however, is 
stronger evidence. Bouckaert said the 330 mm 
rocket was made industrially.
“But we haven’t seen it before in any con#ict,” 
he said. “It’s not in the books. It’s not listed 
anywhere.”
It appears to have been designed to be !red 
from an Iranian launcher, which the Syrians are 
known to have. But the rocket itself appears to 
be Syrian made.
“"e 140 mm rockets carry about 5 liters of 
sarin liquid, which vaporizes on impact,” he said. 
“But the 330 mm rocket is essentially a rocket 
with a trash can on the end. It carries about 55 
liters of sarin liquid, which also vaporizes on 
impact.”
He said Human Rights Watch estimated that 
far more people died from the 330 mm shelling.
“Two di$erent rocket systems, both known 
to be used by the Syrian regime and not by 
the rebels, a precision attack on rebel areas, a 
substantial amount of sarin and launched from 
regime-controlled areas,” Bouckaert said, rattling 
o$ the clues to the Assad regime’s involvement. 
“"e case is very strong.”
MATTHEW SCHOFIELD
McClatchy Foreign Bureau 
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Women’s tennis prepares for season through adjustments
:20(1·67(11,6
As the SIU tennis season quickly approaches, the 
Saluki women are preparing themselves for tough 
competition.
Last season the Salukis completed the year with an 
overall record of 19-5 and 6-1 in the Missouri Valley 
Conference.
!is year, the Salukis are adjusting their game by 
adding three new freshmen, including one arriving in 
January.
Freshman Polina Dozortseva, from Russia, slowly 
continues to adapt to the culture di"erences on and 
o" of the court.
Dozortseva #nished high school over a year ago 
before she moved to the United States.
“It hasn’t been extremely hard to adjust, but being 
here is a bit di"erent,” she said.  “!e country is 
di"erent, the food is di"erent and so are the people.”
In other countries, tennis is not always played the 
same as it is played here in the U.S., she said
“In Russia we don’t play exactly like we do here,” 
Dozortseva said.  “!e style in both places are the 
same, but back home we only play individuals.”
Dozortseva, along with her fellow teammates, are 
excited about their #rst season.  
Lauren Hoekstra, a freshman from E$ngham, said 
she has changed her game quite a bit since graduating 
high school.
“I’ve been lifting a lot of weights, much more than 
I did back at home,” she said.  
Hoekstra, as well as her teammates, are looking 
forward to team bonding.  
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
The Weekender 
Freshman guard Sean O’Brien said Swan 
is the kind of person students should strive 
to be like.
“I look up to Josh a lot, he’s a really 
good role-model and he’s one of our best 
students,” O’Brien said. “He’s got his life 
together, anything he’s going to tell me I’m 
going to make sure I listen.”
Recent junior transfer guard, Mike 
Balogun, said Swan took him under his wing 
when he arrived in Carbondale.
“When I met Josh, he became like a 
brother to me instantly,” Balogun said. “I 
didn’t know a lot of people out here and he 
included me in everything we did outside of 
basketball.” 
Swan said he had always considered 
being a coach, but after college he wants 
to return to Atlanta and help bring back a 
foundation he helped with in high school. 
He said the foundation helps students with 
school as well as teaching them how to 
play different sports. 
Beyond basketball, family is important 
to Swan. He said he talks to his brother 
and sister everyday and his parents almost 
as often. Swan said his father’s history of 
military service instilled a hard work ethic in 
him when he was young.
“All that strictness has built up so now he 
doesn’t have to be as strict on me because 
I’m strict on myself,” Swan said. “He kind of 
created inner discipline.” 
Despite Swan’s immediate family being 
many hours away, he said he has a family 
here as well.
Swan said some things in life happen for 
a reason and they cannot be changed. He is 
glad to still be a part of the program and able 
to help out; however, there is one thing he 
has not adjusted to yet.
“!e only major di"erence is sometimes 
they call me Coach Swan instead of Josh,” 
Swan said. “It’s still very weird even when 
Coach Hinson calls me coach and tells me to 
come over, it still hasn’t really set in with me 
yet,” Swan said. 
“!rough the things I’ve went through, I 
was able learn how to get through adversity, 
but continue to be committed to the team,” 
he said. “My commitment right now is to 
be able to help out the coaches as much as 
I can.”
Coach Dale Lennon said Avila’s story 
could be disappointing, but because of 
Avila’s passion it has developed into a story 
of success.
“It’s one of those stories that he is going 
to make into a success story,” Lennon said. 
“He’s just that type of an individual that is 
never going to be defeated and will make 
the best out of any situation he’s put in. !e 
players look up to him, he might have even 
been voted captain if he had been healthy 
enough to play for us. He’s thought of that 
highly within the team.”
Senior linebacker Houston Walker came 
to SIU in 2009 along with Avila. He said 
although Avila is not able to step into the 
trenches for battle with the rest of his 
teammates, Avila is still considered a leader 
of the team.
“Every day he’s like, ‘Hey, give it your 
all this time because I can’t,’” Walker said. 
“(Avila) is right here and will give anything 
just to suit up right now and play this game, 
so when you see that you see leadership and 
that he’s loyal to still be here even though he 
can’t practice or play.”
Walker said even the time commitment 
Avila gives to the team even though he 
cannot play, shows how committed he is to 
Saluki football.
“People see what he goes through and yet 
he is still here,” Walker said. “He puts in tons 
of hours when he’s here and not even on the 
#eld, but people see that and are like wow, 
that is Saluki football.”
Avila also considers himself a leader, 
especially to the freshmen.
“!rough all the adversity I’ve faced, they 
can learn from what I’ve done so far and 






WVZA 105.1 FM in Carbondale (Flagship)
WMOK 920 AM in Metropolis/Paducah, Ky.
WRXX 95.3 FM in Centralia
WRUL 97.3 FM in Carmi
WEBQ 102.3 FM in Eldorado/Harrisburg
KYRX 97.3 FM in Carpe Girardeau, Mo.
KATZ 1600 AM in St. Louis
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The Salukis head to St. Louis on Saturday to take 
on Southeast Missouri State in a non-conference 
matchup. This will be the first football game 
ever played at Busch Stadium. To listen live, tune 
into Saluki Sports Network or follow 
@TPeacock_DE on twitter for live updates.
For the Weekly Bark checkout: www.dailyegyptian.com
“It’s going to be awesome to spend a 
lot of time with my teammates, and the 
consistent traveling will make us closer 
as a team,” Hoekstra said.
Meagan Monaghan, a freshman from 
Denver, has been working to improve her 
game as a team player and an individual.
“To prepare for this season, I have 
been working on a lot of variety shots,” 
Monaghan said.  “I’ve been playing solo 
for so long that I just hope to learn to 
work with others.”
!e freshmen have been conditioning 
and working with match play to prepare 
for competition.  As they practice long 
and hard, they are slowly but surely 
adapting to Carbondale’s environment.
“I come from altitude,” Monaghan 
said.  “!e humidity is something that 
I am not used to yet, but it’s coming.”
Lately, the Salukis have been working 
through long practices in the scorching 
Carbondale weather.
“It gets extremely hot out here, but 
you learn to get used to it,” Coach Audra 
Anderson said. 
Returning players along with 
freshmen have been working heavily 
to prepare for this season’s tough 
competition.  
“!ey lift heavy, and it is intense,” 
Anderson said.  “We’re training 
sometimes 3 1/2 hours a day with 
weights and practice, and that can kick 
your butt if you’re not in conditioning 
shape.”
!e Salukis have been trying new 
game strategies to prepare for their #rst 
match of the season Friday in Las Vegas. 
“I have been putting my freshmen 
with upperclassmen,” Anderson said. 
“I’ve matched them up in doubles for 
Las Vegas, and I think my freshmen will 
learn a lot.”
 Anderson said she thinks the 
upperclassmen will be a huge guidance 
to the newcomers. 
Lately, the Salukis have been 
practicing without key player, junior 
Natasha Tomishima, who has been out 
sick for nearly a week.
Due to Tomishima’s illness, Anderson 
is unsure if she will practice with 
the team, or even play in the Vegas 
tournament.
However, senior Anita Lee from 
Las Vegas will be traveling back to her 
hometown for the weekend.
“I’m really excited to go back home, 
all of my family and friends are there so 
hopefully we will have a support system 
that will come out and cheer us on,” Lee 
said.
Not only will the Salukis face national 
ranked competition, they also compete 
against sti"er competition later this 
season.
Before the team can defeat the big 
competition, Anderson said there are a 
few things the women need to develop 
and work on.
“We have the shots and the 
consistency, but we need to make better 
decision making,” Anderson said.
 Anderson said the Salukis could be as 
good as they were last season, if not better. 
“I would like to see a few more 
conference champions,” she said. 
“!e big di"erence this year is we’re 
scheduling harder teams for the season.”
Although the women will not play all 
of the same teams they played last year, 
Anderson said hard competition would 
help the women get stronger and better 
as players.
“Not being afraid to play those big 
teams, and not being afraid to lose is 
what will help us,” Anderson said.  “In 
the end, the overall goal is to win the 
conference to make it to nationals.”
Symone Woolridge can be reached at 
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com
 or ext. 536-3311 ext. 269.
Senior tennis player Anita Lee serves Wednesday during practice at University Courts.  The 
Salukis’ ended last season with a 19-5 record and were 6-1 in the Missouri Valley Conference. The 
team will travel to University of Nevada, Las Vegas Friday for their first tournament of the season.
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Saluki athletes rally back from injuries
Avila tackles adversity Swan soars in new role
Playing collegiate football is a dream 
come true for most players. Unfortunately, 
that dream can be taken away from them for 
the rest of their lives with one play.
Some may take it as a disappointment 
that they are no longer able to perform on 
the field, but one SIU football player took it 
as an opportunity to not only help the team 
in any way possible, but also learn valuable 
life lessons along the way.
Juan Carlos Avila is a fifth-year senior 
linebacker for the Salukis. He came to 
the program in 2009 as a preferred walk-
on, worked his way into the rotation and 
eventually earned an athletic scholarship. 
After not playing much his freshman 
season, Avila’s time finally came his 
sophomore year as he played in the Salukis’ 
first 10 games and recorded six tackles. Avila 
was a mainstay in the Salukis’ linebacker 
rotation—until he suffered a concussion 
that put him out for the rest of the season. 
He returned in 2012, his junior season, 
determined to pick up where he left off 
before his concussion. Before the season, 
he participated in spring ball, then the 
unthinkable happened—he tore his ACL.
Avila’s ACL tear caused him to miss the 
entire 2012 season. 
 “It was rough, I never had knee problems 
or anything before,” Avila said. “I knew that 
I still had another year to get back at it, so 
I continued working hard, rehabbing every 
single day.”
Avila was so relentless in his pursuit to 
get back on the field, he called the athletic 
facilities his home.
“I dedicated myself to living here,” Avila 
said. “All the things that I needed were 
here; school, study table, watching !lm, 
coaches, working out in the weight room and 
rehabbing. I also had a sleeping bag, so I slept 
in the locker room sometimes for naps.” 
Avila came back his senior season ready 
to go. The coaches even switched him 
to defensive end, which Avila said was 
his natural position. Avila said he was 
comfortable and was even selected a Warrior 
Elite Captain during the winter among his 
peers.
He returned to spring ball with all his 
injuries left in the past, and on one day, his 
fate on the football field was determined. 
Avila tore his shoulder and re-tore his ACL 
on the same day, causing him to miss his 
entire senior season. 
“I came back to practice a week later and I 
just couldn’t go anymore,” Avila said.
One would think Avila was disheartened 
when he realized his football days were 
over, but instead, Avila said he took it as a 
message.
“The hardest part for me was my junior 
year when I tore it the first time,” Avila 
said. “It’s pretty drastic when something like 
that happens. It was easier my senior year 
because I was used to not playing. I think 
it was a message that I shouldn’t be playing 
anymore.”
Avila returned to his hometown of Aurora 
for surgery when he received a phone call 
from Clete McLeod, Saluki Athletics head 
strength and conditioning coach. 
“I got a phone call from Coach Clete 
saying he wanted me to help out,” Avila 
said. “He wanted me to work in the weight 
room with the freshmen. That’s when it all 
started.”
Avila then received a call from Eric 
Schmidt, SIU football inside linebackers 
and special teams coach, asking if Avila 
could help out coaching the scout team and 
special teams. 
“The coaches said they loved for me to be 
a part of the team if I was dedicated to it,” 
he said. “I knew I wanted to give back and 
to give a good look to the defense or offense 
as a scout team coach. I wanted to do it.”
Avila said su"ering multiple injuries on the 
football !eld taught him lessons he otherwise 
may not have learned if he stayed healthy.
Saluki junior Josh Swan did not know he 
would soon be trading in his basketball shoes 
for a clipboard at the beginning of last season.
Swan had surgery on his right knee in 
August that ultimately ended his basketball 
career. Head Coach Barry Hinson named 
Swan an undergraduate assistant coach later 
in the month.
Director of Basketball Operations Nate 
Mast knew Swan had the ability to lead the 
team later in his career.
“We actually saw Josh as one of the 
younger guys that could evolve as a leader,” 
Mast said.
Swan is the only player on the roster who 
was recruited by former Saluki Head Coach 
Chris Lowry, who is now an assistant coach 
under another former Saluki Coach, Bruce 
Weber, at Kansas State University. Swan said 
he had a close bond with Lowry, who was a 
vital part in bringing Swan to the university.
“When I was in high school, senior year, 
he recruited me,” Swan said. “He sold me 
on the school, the program and everything 
about the university.”
#e Saluki basketball team was successful 
in the ‘00s when Swan was growing up, as 
SIU made it to the Sweet 16 in 2007 before 
falling to the University of Kansas, 61-
58. Swan said he was not familiar with the 
school then.
 “I heard of (SIU) a little bit,” Swan said. 
“I was wondering who was this small team 
coming out of nowhere.” 
Swan only played basketball and football 
after his sophomore year of high school at Pace 
Academy in Atlanta, but decided to pursue a 
life on the court instead of the gridiron.
“I put so much work into basketball,” 
Swan said. “I had played basketball and 
trained for basketball year in and year out.”
When Swan spoke to doctors about 
surgery, they told him the outcome would 
not be favorable for him.
“Before going into the surgery, I knew 
they had told me already it was probably 
going to be a wrap as far as my career was 
going,” Swan said. 
#e days leading up to Swan’s surgery 
were di$cult, but he said he relaxed with his 
family and tried to keep his mind o" of it. 
Swan said the reality of not being able to play 
again would hit him when he was by himself 
— he would replay di"erent plays and 
di"erent career achievements in his mind. 
Even after the surgery, Swan said the 
reality of not being able to play the game he 
loved had not set in.
“I woke up and it was kind of like, ‘this is 
real’,” Swan said. “I still tried not to think 
about it.”
Even with his basketball career over, Swan 
never considered leaving the university he 
came to love over the past two years.
“(I) never thought about leaving, I’ve 
grown to love this place so much, I really like 
the people here,” he said. “I couldn’t imagine 
going somewhere else and trying to start over.” 
#e basketball team is now practicing for 
the upcoming season, a di$cult time for 
Swan, who said he knows he should be on 
the court. He is still in the recovery phase of 
his surgery in August and can only train hard 
one day a week, he said. 
For a person like Swan who has played 
basketball since the age of four, not being on 
the court is tough to swallow.  
“I’m still in the mood that I’m invincible,” 
Swan said. 
Even though he cannot play, Swan will 
now join student assistant coach Chase 
Heins, who injured his knee in 2012. 
Mast said basketball sta" did not have to 
think very long about adding Swan to their 
ranks.  
 “It was a no-brainer for us, he’s exactly 
what you’re looking for in a student-
athlete,” Mast said. “He does what he’s 
supposed to, he takes care of his business 
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Utility Coach Juan Carlos Avila talks with players Saturday during the Salukis’ 31-10 
victory against the University of Charleston at Saluki Stadium. Avila, a former 
linebacker, suffered several injuries during his time at SIU that ended his career 
as a player. He divides his time as a coach helping with strength and conditioning, 
scouting and special teams
Former Saluki guard Josh Swan observes players during a men’s basketball 
open gym Monday at SIU Arena. Swan underwent knee surgery in August 
ending his career as a player. Swan will continue to contribute to the team as an 
undergraduate student assistant coach.
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sports September 19 - 22, 2013
Don’t Change the Channel: 
  Emmy Nominations and Predictions
As the new TV season begins, Hollywood will take a final reflection on the 
2012-2013 season with this year’s Emmy awards. The slate is quite strong 
this year, and several categories are almost too close to call; voters have a 
much larger body of work to look at than Oscars voters. However if you need 
some help in your betting pool or unsure whether Jon Hamm will finally get 
recognized for Don Draper (Spoiler: he won’t.), here are my predictions for 
who will take home that coveted golden statue Sunday night.




One campus RSO is helping students and community 
members showcase their passion for the arts.
!e Critical Forum Sculpture Club, better known as C4 
Sculpture, is an RSO which provides students machinery and 
support to help design new pieces of art. Sculptures can be 
made from just about anything: from wood or clay sculpt-
ing to casting and fabricating metals, resins and plastics, 
and Jillian !ompson, a graduate student in sculpture from 
Cambridge, Neb., said the computer numerical control 
systems members can access have been available to the group 
for several years.
“(!e machine is) like a computerized router ... you make 
a drawing on the computer and put it into this router and 
it will cut out your design,” she said. “It not only cuts but it 
will carve as well, and that’s pretty cool, a lot of people have 
been working with that.” 
!ompson, who has been a member of the club nearly two 
years, said the group does not put limitations on the artwork 
members create. Aside from the use of machines for construc-
tion, one may "nd that in the creation of something much 
smaller, or in any case larger, easier to use the delicateness of 
hands. 
“We don’t really have any limitations on what you can and 
cannot use, any size,” !ompson said. “Sculpture is like the 
ultimate art ... because it can be anything.” 
!ompson said the group is setting up several showcases 
for their artwork. One show, set to occur between November 
11 and November 15, will take place at the Glove Factory’s 
Surplus Galley. !e RSO will also have a show in the spring, 
but !ompson said she isn’t sure of a date.
“I am really interested in the group and interested in the 
opportunities for us,” !ompson said, “I plan to seek out 
opportunities for us to show at di#erent locations in di#erent 
towns. I’ve been talking to a gallery in Cape Girardeau, Mis-
souri trying to get in there.”
!e group will also welcome curator Terry Suhre to juror a 
show in the spring.
“(Suhre) is the art director at Gallery 21 in St. Louis which 
is a pretty prestigious place,” !ompson said. “It’s pretty cool 
that he’s coming down. I’m excited about that.”
Roger Alan Moore, the club’s newly elected vice president 
and a senior from Naperville studying sculpture and ceram-
ics, said the shows aren’t just reserved for students.
“!e public can pay and be a part of the show,” he said. 
“We usually do one show a semester and we have di#erent 
categories, community, undergrad and graduate students 
and each of those categories have their own "rst and second 
places.” 
!e group also sponsors seminars and trips outside of 
Carbondale to help members hone their skills.
“We go to St. Louis every year to pour iron at this place 
called 6 Mile Sculpture Work,” she said. “We really promote 
that to our group members and they can come with us. 
!is Friday we’re having a photography workshop and we’re 
bringing somebody in from St. Louis that’s going to give a 
workshop on how to photograph your work.” 
!e public can enter their own pieces for around $5 to show 
as many works as they want. To simply observe is free. !ere will 
be paintings and 2D artwork, as well as 3D sculptures.
!e club costs a fee of $30 per year, or $25 a semester, and 
it can provide students a broader knowledge of the sculpture 
medium.
“C4 is…for students to be able to have opportunities that 
maybe they wouldn’t have: to show [art] in di#erent locations 
and to work with other artists, and we really try to bring in 
people from outside [of the club] to work with us as well. It is 
a sculpture group, but anybody can be a part of it.”
Dena !omas, a teaching assistant from Hays, Kan., who 
has served as both president and secretary of the RSO, said 
she appreciates the experiences she has gained from the club. 
“I enjoyed the opportunities to do things in a professional 
manner and being able to work with other artists,” she said.
Jake Saunders can be reached at 
 jsaunders@dailyegyptian.com  
or 536-3311 ext. 251.
!e variety of exhibits at the University Museum, ranging 
from contemporary art to photographs and beyond, are worth 
a look as well. Dona Bachman, museum director, said one of 
the features includes the work of university graduate Kevin 
Veara.
“We recently had an exhibit here of paintings by tattoo 
artists, and (Veara’s) work is so incredible that we decided 
we would do just a solo show,” she said. “Kevin’s a naturalist, 
works up near Spring"eld, so he approaches [his work] as both 
a naturalist and…I think you can also see some of the dramatic 
nature of the tattoo work coming into play.”
Much of Veara’s work is a commentary on the world’s threat-
ened ecological elements such as birds, she said.
“You can see ... that menacing quality in some of these, that 
I think is his way of saying ... that these animals are under at-
tack by the modern world,” she said. 
Veara said he is proud to still be contributing to work in his 
major 22 years after graduating. 
“In some ways, it was one of my goals,” he said. “I knew the 
amount of people that didn’t make it ... [as] very few of them 
end up doing it after a certain point in time ... because it’s 
really hard to do anything in your major, like art, so I feel like 
I’ve succeeded.” 
Another exhibit features the work of photographer Herbert 
Russell, a local historian who has collected photographs he 
has taken as well as work from other southern Illinois pho-
tographers. Russell will soon begin selling a book of southern 
Illinois photography for anyone who wishes to buy one, Bach-
man said. 
A Contemporary Art exhibit then is located near the front 
and is based upon the museum’s print collection of the 20th 
and 21st century. !e print collection is very bold, featuring 
both the pictures and quotes from the artists, allowing viewers 
to get a sense of what the artists and their artwork are truly 
about. 
Moving onward, another exhibit is of Inuit Art borrowed 
from area man William Rose, who spent time with the artists 
who created the Inuit works and knows many of them person-
ally.
“(Rose) has consulted with museums across the United 
States and Canada, so it’s a very fabulous collection and a lot 
of it looks at Shaman’s and spirituality and just the inner life of 
these people,” Bachman said.
Next is the study gallery, to which Bachman is encouraging 
professors to submit pieces in order to "ll the presently empty 
space. Pieces such as textiles Japanese woodblocks will be put 
up soon, she said. 
“We’re trying to encourage other professors to get involved,” 
she said. “Right now we’re kind of getting more from the art 
historians, they do a lot with it ... this religious exhibit is going 
to be featured in an English as a Second-Language class for 
some of our foreign students.”
A Center for Archaeological Investigations exhibit is also 
available for a glance, she said.
“ (!e exhibit comes from) a site up in Northern Illinois, 
where Blackhawk (tribes) ... wintered and all of these artifacts 
were dug up at the site, so we’re cataloging them for the state,” 
she said. 
In an area that will soon be used to house professors’ works, 
the museum also features an exhibit of ceramic works from 
Harris Deller, a well-known ceramic artist who taught art and 
design for many years at the university.
“(Deller) is a ceramicist, and nationally well known, been 
in many shows in the collections of many major museums 
and [has] basically a retrospective exhibit,” she said. “You see 
a lot of his designs from when he "rst started out as a young 
assistant professor and the work that he’s doing now.”
Bachman has her own exhibit of collected pieces from what 
she called master artists, including Pablo Picasso.
“!ere will be a couple (names) that will be very familiar 
... like Diego Rivera and John Dewey,” she said. “We’ve got 
Picasso, (and) they’re not paintings but they’re de"nitely "ne 
works by some of the most well-known artists like Monet.”
As the exhibit change at the beginning of every semester,
Bachman said she enjoys the variety of artwork the museum 
is able to display. 
“I just think our exhibits are incredibly exciting and I wish 
more students would come and visit them because it’s free and 
lots of fun,” she said.
Eleni Hampton, a sophomore from Carterville studying 
marketing said she also enjoys the work the museum displays.
“It’s really neat to see work by students as well as works by 
famous artists,” Hampton said.
Jake Saunders can be reached at  
jsaunders@dailyegyptian.com  
or 536-3311 ext. 251.
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Students sculpt their 
own experiences
JAKE SAUNDERS
The Weekender ‘‘W e don’t really have any limitations on what you can and cannot use, any size. 
Sculpture is like the ultimate art ... because it 
can be anything.
— Jillian Thompson





Comic books coexisting with digital — for now
!e bug was quick and e$cient. It didn’t take long to 
infect me in a big way.
Back in May, I took my daughters to a bookstore for Free 
Comic Book Day. We picked up a handful of comic books 
gratis, from superhero fare to “!e Walking Dead,” “Ugly 
Doll Comics” and an “Archie” digest. We also bought some 
comics. My oldest daughter scored some issues of “My Little 
Pony” (which is also very popular among grown men, but 
that’s a story for another column) and I picked up “Hawk-
eye,” a comic friends of mine online had raved about.
!ese were the "rst comics I’d bought in perhaps 10 years 
or more. I used to collect comics in high school and read 
lots of graphic novels in college, where I took a course that 
included “Maus” and “Watchmen” as required reading.
Since then, I’d kept up with comics through trade pa-
perbacks and omnibus collections of stories like Bryan K. 
Vaughan’s “Y: !e Last Man.” I also started buying digital 
versions of “Walking Dead” and Vaughan’s “Saga” once it 
became clear that the Retina Display of the iPad could do a 
"ne job replicating the "ne lines and colors of most comics.
But something about bringing home that stack of fresh 
comics got me. I decided I had to have the rest of the current 
run of “Hawkeye.” I prowled eBay, another thing I hadn’t 
done in years, and was outbid many times. I "nally got the 
hang of digital auctions and won a few "rst printings. I loved 
“Hawkeye” — a tongue-in-cheek book about what a roman-
tically inept superhero does when he’s not being a superhero 
— so much that I sought other titles by writer Matt Fraction.
Pretty soon I was collecting Fraction’s “Fantastic Four” and 
“FF” books. My stack grew. I pulled out my old long boxes 
dating back to the ‘80s and ‘90s and started bagging and 
boarding comics again. I got obsessed with the condition of 
the spines and creased page corners.
What has surprised me most about the state of comic 
books and comic book stores is that they’re still here at all. 
Digital comics from Marvel, DC and other big publishers are 
being released on the same date as their print counterparts 
and at the same price. Shouldn’t the ease, convenience and 
portability (not to mention the lack of having to bag and 
store comics at all) of digital comics be putting print out to 
pasture?
It turns out that unlike the music, movie, TV and book 
industries, digital comics have not generated arm-waving 
panic in the print market. In fact — surprise! — the print 
comic book market is actually growing in the face of digital. 
According to ICv2, which follows the geek culture industry, 
the North American print comic book market expanded in 
2012 to $680 million in sales compared to $640 million the 
year before.
!at’s not because digital has failed to take hold. Digital 
comic book sales nearly tripled — from $25 million to $70 
million — in the same time period. Some of that may have 
to do with pop culture: Last year’s “Avengers” movie and the 
phenomenal success of “!e Walking Dead” TV show have 
probably drawn some back to the comics that originated 
those projects.
Chip Mosher, vice president of communication and mar-
keting for New York City-based ComiXology, says he believes 
that digital and print can happily co-exist. He thinks many 
comic fans like me are returning to print with the help of 
digital products like his, an app available for mobile devices 
for buying and reading comic books from top publishers 
including Marvel, DC Comics and Image.
“ComiXology makes it easier to read comics because it’s 
digital, it’s available anywhere and then it sparks a renewed 
interest in the print side. !at happens to a certain percent of 
the population,” Mosher said.
ComiXology, Mosher says, is especially useful for people 
who don’t live near comic book stores. “If you were an expa-
triate in Germany and you wanted to read the newest  
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Recipes, photos & design
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Ingredients
1 package of Alfredo !avored noodle side dish
Milk; amount in accordance to the package of  
 Alfredo noodles
Water; amount in accordance to the package  
 of Alfredo noodles; additional water   
 separated for cooking the broccoli
Butter; amount in accordance to the package  
 of Alfredo noodles, (optional)
1 (8 ounce) can of cooked chicken
1 crown of broccoli chopped into bite  
 sized pieces
1 cup cherry or grape tomatoes; halved
 Directions
 Prepare the package of Alfredo noodles 
according to package directions in a three-
quart sauce pan or Dutch oven.
 Meanwhile, take the broccoli and put it in 
a microwavable safe dish with covering. Steam 
broccoli in the microwave for four minutes 
on high. When the noodles are halfway done 
cooking, add the cooked chicken, the broccoli, 
and the tomatoes; stir and let the dish "nish 




Cost per serving is less than $5.
Alfredo Noodle Chicken
$10 or less
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 Hangar 9: Chris Lane Band w/#pop @ 9pm 
 tickets $7/$5 (w/student ID)
 The Grotto Lounge: Coulter, Goot & Wall
 @ 7pm tickets Free
 Cali’s: Country Dollar Night @ 10pm
 Student Center Craft Shop: Raku Pottery 
 & Firing @ 6pm-8pm SIU students $30, others $40
 (Workshop & Firing)
 Student Center Auditorium: SPC Film: 
 This Is The End @ 7pm-9:30pm tickets $2 students/ 
 $3 general public
 SIUC Altgeld Hall: (room 110) Lecture on “Musical 
 Imagination” @ 10am-10:50am tickets Free
 Hangar 9: Chicago Farmer Full Band w/ 
 Jenny Johnson) @ 9pm tickets $7
 Pinch: Mike & Joe @ 10pm tickets $5
 Tres Hombres: The Driftaways w/
 Transcendental Cowboys @ 9pm tickets $3
   
 Walker’s Bluff [The Tasting Room
 Riplee Pryor @ 7pm- 9pm tikets are FREE
 Rustle Hill Winery: FhobgFZkr9/if&2if 
 tickets are FREE
 Turley Park: Southern Illinois Metalsmiths Society
 2013 Conference & Fine Art Auction @ 4pm 
 tickets are FREE
 Shyrock Auditorium: Distinguished Organ
 Recital Series @ 7:30pm-9:30pm tickets are FREE
    
 TOWN SQUARE PAVILION : 
 The Swamp Tigers @ 5pm-8pm tickets are FREE
 SIUC Museum: University Museum  Reception: 
 6th Annual Form, Fabricate, Forge Southern 
 Illinois Metalsmiths Society 
  
   
 
 Walker’s Bluff: [Tasting Room] Ryan Schambach 
 @ 2pm-5pm tickets are FREE
 Blue Sky Vineyard: Dave Clark @ 2pm-5pm  
 tickets are FREE
 Von Jakob Winery: Dirtwater Fox 
 @ 3:30pm-6:30pm tickets are FREE
 Rustle Hill: Pick of the Vine: Zola Road @ 2pm
 Blue Afternoon @ 4pm Skylyne Drive @ 6pm
 tickets are FREE
Thursday, September 19 friday, September 20
Sunday, September 22
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 Hangar 9: Signal Path w/ Nasty Nate  @ 9pm
 tickets $8 advanced/ $10 at the door
 Pinch Penny: Rockstar Rodeo @ 9pm  
 Copper Dragon: Chalice Dubs, Masquerade w/
 Manic Focus, DJ Solo, Positive Vibr8ions, 
 Shattered Sound @ 9pm tickets $5
 Walker’s Bluff [The Gazebo]: 
 Peace, Love & Wine @ 7pm -11pm tickets are FREE
 Longbranch: Salsa Night until midnight tickets are FREE
 Bluesky: Elliott Ranney @ 2pm - 5pm tickets are FREE 
 Starview: HeFhhl^?kb^g]l9,if&0ifmb\d^ml
 tickets are free
 Rustle Hill: Bosco & Whitefor @ 3:30pm-6pm
 tickets are FREE Suzy Bogguss @ 6pm-7:30pm Steeldrivers @ 
8pm-9:30pm tickets are $15
 Von Jakob Winery: The Dano Show @ 
 3:30pm - 6:30pm tickets are free
 
 Orlandini Vineyard: Larry Dillard Blues Therapy
 @ 2pm - 6pm tickets are free
 Town Square: Downtown Art & Wine Festival: 
 The Ron Coulter Trio @ 3pm -5pm Rip Lee @ 5pm -6:30
 Jewels  @ 6:30-9pm tickets are FREE
Chicago Farmer Full Band w/ 
 Jenny Johnson) @ 9pm tickets $7
Mike & Joe @ 10pm tickets $5
The Driftaways w/
 Transcendental Cowboys @ 9pm tickets $3
The Tasting Room]: 
 Riplee Pryor @ 7pm- 9pm tikets are FREE
FhobgFZkr9/if&2if 
Southern Illinois Metalsmiths Society
 2013 Conference & Fine Art Auction @ 4pm 
 Shyrock Auditorium: Distinguished Organ
 Recital Series @ 7:30pm-9:30pm tickets are FREE
 TOWN SQUARE PAVILION : Friday Night Fair:
 The Swamp Tigers @ 5pm-8pm tickets are FREE
University Museum  Reception: 
 6th Annual Form, Fabricate, Forge Southern 
Pick of the Vine: Zola Road @ 2pm
 Blue Afternoon @ 4pm Skylyne Drive @ 6pm
friday, September 20 saturday, September 21
Aries — Today is a 6 — Gather 
strength from love. Accept a 
challenge. Take care when changing 
your routine. The reins get passed 
down. Conditions turn in your favor, 
culminating in an expansive phase.
Taurus — Today is a 7 —An older 
person changes the plan. Accept 
invitations. The Full Moon presents a 
turning point in your work habits and 
priorities. Finish up old projects. Love 
grows stronger by obeying the rules.
Gemini — Today is a 7 — Follow 
your plan. Your Full Moon (Aries) 
turning point involves balancing 
home and career. Confer with 
allies. Share assistance. Abundance 
comes due to your own thrift.
Cancer — Today is an 8 — Invest 
in your business with discipline. The Full 
Moon reveals a turning point in your 
basic understanding of the subject of 
your study. Push beyond your old limits. 
Be respectful. Learn by playing.
Leo — Today is a 7 — Travel, study 
and research flow easily. Your phase 
favors stable choices, regarding love, 
relationships and education. Healthier 
ingredients may cost more. It’s an 
excellent moment for communication.
Virgo — Today is an 8 — Check 
regulations, and then do the work 
yourself and save. The Full Moon 
illuminates your finances, and 
discipline in this area pays large 
dividends. Get the family to help.
Libra — Today is a 9  — Spell out the 
rules, while you keep upgrading your 
skills. Today’s work brings love home. 
An argument or controversy propels 
a hero to your rescue. Your discipline is 
admired. Romance beckons.
Scorpio — Today is a 7 — 
Learn from a distant older woman. 
A turning point develops regarding 
a relationship role. For the next two 
days, fulfill your promises. Extend your 
influence through perseverance.
Sagittarius — Today is a 6 — Your 
tastes change. You might discover you 
like cutting costs. Listen to messages. 
You feel the love. Important associates 
come to an agreement. Encourage 
others to shine.
Capricorn — Today is a 7 —You 
have the resources. Rediscover what 
you’ve got. Set long-range goals. Your 
partner understands the rules. Your 
instincts lead you to a new level of 
power and confidence. 
Aquarius — Today is a 9 — 
Your partner helps balance all the 
factors. Creative collaboration blossoms. 
Stick to the standard set. Get great news 
from an old friend. New doors open. 
Dig deeper into a favorite subject.
Pisces — Today is a 9 — 
Keep yourself to between the lines. 
Do what you promise. Provide what’s 
needed. Avoid provoking jealousies 
or hurt feelings. Duty calls. For the 
next few days, bring in the money.
Complete the grid so each 
row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) 
contain every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies on how 
to solve Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Wednesday’s Answers:
Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day 





THE Daily Commuter Puzzle by Jacqueline E. Mathews















20 Fire __; trucks
with sirens
22 Barn dance
24 Felon, for short
25 Of Benedict
XVI
26 Out of style
29 Buddy
30 Official stamps








44 Like a poor
excuse












62 Go off course
63 Pile up
64 Main part of a
church
65 Actor & singer
Nelson __
66 Thickheaded
67 Drove very fast
DOWN





















29 __ for the
course; normal











44 Sessions with a
piano teacher




to help a sheriff
51 Rescue
52 __ tea; cold
beverage
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(Answers tomorrow)
MUSIC ADAGE BARREL GUTTERYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: She woke up late, but she wasn’t this —
ALARMED
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
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SOLUTION TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
Complete the grid
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Best Drama Series
Will Win: “Breaking Bad,” AMC
Should Win: “House of Cards,” Net!ix
“Breaking Bad” has constantly been thrown 
to the side by network sibling “Mad Men.” "e 
trade-o#? Bryan Cranston has a track record of 
winning Best Actor in a Dramar, while “Mad 
Men”’s Jon Hamm is left out in the cold. "e 
question is whether voters will wait until next 
year to award “Breaking Bad” for its $nal season 
or if they’ll give it recognition now. “Homeland”’s 
second season, while quite entertaining, was 
riddled with plot holes, so I would be surprised 
if they are a repeat performer. I think “Bad” has 
a pretty good chance of pulling through this year. 
However, my vote is for “House of Cards,” not 
only to reward the excellent drama but also to 
reward  Net!ix’s experiment success. “Cards” is 
proof that great drama doesn’t have to come from 
pay cable.
Best Comedy Series
Will Win: “Modern Family,” ABC
Should Win: “Veep,” HBO
Voters love “Modern Family” and have for 
quite some time. I don’t see any reason for 
thatto change this year, not even the end of 
“30 Rock.” “Girls” doesn’t have nearly the same 
push behind it as the $rst season, and while 
“"e Big Bang "eory” has viewers I don’t see 
voters going with a conventional multi-camera 
sitcom over a di#erent storytelling method. 
“Modern Family” will take the win, but “Veep” 
is a force to be reckoned with. “Veep” grew 
stronger in its second season through great 
guest turns from actors such as Gary Cole as 
well as stronger storylines.
Lead Actor in a Drama Series
Will Win: Bryan Cranston, “Breaking Bad”
Should Win: Kevin Spacey, “House of 
Cards”
Before you get too upset about Spacey over 
Cranston, consider this: Cranston now has 
three Emmys for his turns as Walter White. 
Damien Lewis came out on top last year 
during a stellar show for “Homeland.” Lewis 
didn’t have as good of material to work with 
this season, so I don’t think he’ll get the same 
recognition. "at puts Cranston in a prime 
position to take his fourth prize. Je# Daniels is 
great on “"e Newsroom,” but Emmy viewers 
aren’t too keen on the series. To the voters I 
say spread the love. I doubt “Cards” will take 
Best Drama, but Kevin Spacey — the show’s 
heart and soul — deserves the prize. His turn 
as Frank Underwood made the show binge-
worthy, and this is the perfect opportunity 
to give “Breaking Bad” its due with its $rst 
Best Drama award and give “Cards” some 
recognition.
Lead Actress in a Drama Series
Will Win: Claire Danes, “Homeland”
Should Win: Claire Danes, “Homeland”
Even when “Homeland” was weak, Danes’ 
performance as Carrie Mathison, the CIA agent 
slipping farther into her obsession over Lewis’ Brody, 
was consistent. Even with seven category nominees, 
Danes is the strongest. Robin Wright was good on 
“Cards” but her performance isn’t as pitch-perfect 
as Danes.Neither is Vera Farmiga, even though 
she is certainly nomination worthy. Elisabeth 
Moss of “Mad Men” will garner quite a few votes 
but not enough to overthrow Danes, while Kerry 
Washington of “Scandal” and Connie Britton,of 
“Nashville” round out the category as the “we’re just 
happy to be nominated” contenders. “Homeland”’s 
best chance of taking home a statue Sunday lies in 
Mathison’s crazy gaze.
Lead Actor in a Comedy Series
Will Win: Alec Baldwin, “30 Rock”
Should Win: Matt LeBlanc, “Episodes”
“Episodes” is an unconventional choice 
for Should Win, but I chose Leblanc because 
I wish would realize how great of a show 
“Episodes” is. Its airdates have been sparatic, 
and there haven’t been too many episodes 
yet, but LeBlanc plays a narcissistic version 
of himself to perfection. “Episodes” is also a 
scathing commentary about how Hollywood 
ceaselessly tinkers with good ideas. OK, I’ll 
stop my plug now. Baldwin will win the Emmy 
for “30 Rock’s” $nal season because voters are 
crazy about him and this is their $nal chance 
to award it to him. Jim Parsons has won several 
times, but I think “30 Rock” nostalgia will win 
out. It’s nice to see Jason Bateman in the mix 
for “Arrested Development,” but the revived 
series didn’t get strong enough reviews to really 
register for Emmy voters.
Lead Actress in a Comedy Series
Will Win: Julia Louis-Dreyfus, “Veep”
Should Win: Julia Louis-Dreyfus, “Veep”
Louis-Dreyfus won last year for her 
turn as Vice President Selina Meyer and 
her performance was on par, if not a little 
better, than last year. She’s a good example of 
how comfortable these actors are getting in 
their White House alter egos’ skins. Look 
for Emmy darling Louis-Dreyfus to remain 
queen here. Tina Fey won’t get the same love 
as Baldwin for “30 Rock,” and Edie Falco 
is underappreciated as “Nurse Jackie” even 
though the show has lost quite a bit of its 
edge. Lena Dunham won’t be able to muster 
up the recognition “Girls” needs for a win, and 
Laura Dern for “Enlightened” is this category’s 
“happy to be nominated” victim. Amy 
Poehler rounds out the group for “Parks and 
Recreation.” "is is a strong slate, but Louis-
Dreyfus has it wrapped up.
Other Categories:
Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series
Will Win: Ty Burrell, “Modern Family”
Should Win: Bill Hader, “Saturday Night 
Live”
I hope voters gave Hader his due. He has 
consistently been the best SNL performer, 
whether it’s as city correspondent Stefon during 
Weekend Update, Democratic strategist James 
Carville or elderly newsman Herb Welch, 
Hader always gave 100 percent. 
Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series
Will Win: So$a Vergara, “Modern Family”
Should Win: Jane Krakowski, “30 Rock”
I’d like to see Krakowski be recognized for 
her “30 Rock” work as the series comes to 
an end. Fellow nominee Anna Chlumsky for 
“Veep” also deserves the award. Like Louis-
Dreyfus, she has developed her character well 
over the second season.
Supporting Actor in a Drama Series
Will Win: Mandy Patinkin, “Homeland”
Should Win: Mandy Patinkin, “Homeland”
Even though the show was weaker this 
season, Patinkin was still a strong link on 
“Homeland.” I think voters will resist the 
temptation and wait until next year to award 
Aaron Paul for “Breaking Bad,” so look for 
Patinkin to take the Emmy home for his 
portrayal of Saul Berenson.
Supporting Actress
Will Win: Maggie Smith, “Downton Abbey”
Should Win: Morena Baccarin, “Homeland”
Smith has won before, and “Downton 
Abbey” is unlikely to $nd success elsewhere 
during the show, so I think this will be a 
repeat performance. Baccarin did a god job on 
“Homeland” this season, if not quite up to last 
season. Like Paul, Anna Gunn will most likely 
receive her due next year after “Breaking Bad’ 
takes its $nal bow.
Karsten Burgstahler can be reached at 
kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com  
or 536-3311 ext. 261.
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What has been perhaps the most antici-
pated game of the year, Grand !eft Auto: V, 
also is the most costly game to date.
Production cost estimates from the Rock-
star Games super hit are as high as $265 
million. 
!e cost, however, was not in vain. Accord-
ing to Forbes, the game already has made as 
much as $400 million. 
!e game takes place in Los Santos, an area 
similar to Los Angeles that Grand !eft Auto 
fans will be familiar with from Grand !eft 
Auto: San Andreas, Ca. Grand !eft Auto: 
V has the largest map of any of the games to 
date at roughly 49 square miles. Previously, 
the largest map was San Andreas with about 
eight square miles.
For the "rst time in a Grand !eft Auto 
game, the entire map is open from the start, 
allowing players to explore the territory 
uninhibited. !ere is a vast selection of ter-
rain, from desert to mountain ranges to newly 
developed underwater areas.
Instead of following a single character, the 
game revolves around three characters with 
intertwining stories: Franklin, a gangster from 
the ghetto who is tired of working for chump 
change; Michael, a well-to-do middle-aged 
ex-robber with a spoiled family he somewhat 
despises; and Trevor, Michael’s former partner 
and a violent, lunatic methamphetamine 
dealer in the countryside. Players can switch 
between characters mid-mission or when they 
simply want to walk around as a di#erent 
character.
!e addition of a pet character to the 
Grand !eft Auto universe had me feeling 
skeptical at "rst, but Franklin’s Rottweiler 
Chop is actually quite useful. He can sni# out 
hiding enemies and will attack anyone who 
attacks Franklin. !e best part is that unlike 
other pet characters from games like the Fable 
series, Chop requires minimal care while still 
being useful.
!e story is ful"lling, especially considering 
the lack of a solid story in Grand !eft Auto: 
IV. Grand !eft Auto has never been one 
to have the greatest storylines, but Rockstar 
really nailed it with Grand !eft Auto: V. It 
remains fun and aloof while not being campy. 
Rockstar found a cool medium between the 
grittier feel of Grand !eft Auto: IV and the 
comedic atmosphere of Vice City. It is also 
nice to see the game from the perspective of 
di#erent archetypes like the gangbanger, old-
school gangster, and the crazy redneck.
Rockstar added a bevy of side missions and 
mini-games as well. Old games like darts and 
street races make a return as well as newcom-
ers like golf and the incredibly addictive 
tennis. 
Grand !eft Auto: V changes the weapon 
format to a weapon-wheel system similar to 
Rockstar’s previous game Red Dead Re-
demption instead of the “scroll-through” 
style customary in Grand !eft Auto games. 
!is weapon-wheel allows for $uid change 
between weapons while under "re during 
missions (or from the police). Each character 
also has a unique rechargeable special ability 
to help in certain situations.
!e AI is also much improved from Grand 
!eft Auto: IV. Instead of police ramming 
cars into you haphazardly during any minor 
infraction, they attempt to strategically 
hinder whatever the player is doing through 
roadblocks and aerial support. !e police are 
also harder to lose, providing the player with 
a greater challenge without being too di%cult 
or annoying. !e enemies are also smarter 
and take cover more e%ciently instead of 
the typical “run and "re” approach of Grand 
!eft Auto enemies from the past.
Grand !eft Auto: V also boasts incredible 
graphics for a game of its size. !e characters’ 
facial expressions and movements are very 
lifelike. !e detail of the scenery is easily the 
best of any Grand !eft Auto game. It is not 
quite on Skyrim level in terms of beauty, but 
is extremely vivid and colorful.
!e soundtrack may be the best of any 
Grand !eft Auto game to date. !ere is a 
station for just about every genre of music 
from country to old school rap. !e DJs 
provide comic relief during long drives and 
include the likes of Flying Lotus, Jesco White, 
Danny McBride, Kenny Loggins, Bootsy Col-
lins and Pam Grier.
Overall, Grand !eft Auto: V is a must-
buy even for the casual gamer. Its blend 
of raunchy humor, wanton sex and overt 
violence makes it one of the best games ever 
in a sophomoric way. !e amount of activities 
in the vast world are near limitless and are 
sure to provide dozens of hours of unique 
gameplay. If there’s one game you must own 
this year, make it Grand !eft Auto: V.
Rockstar Games has another 
hit with Grand Theft Auto: V
SETH RICHARDSON
The Weekender 
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